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Abstract: Sentiment analysis is nowadays quite a hot topic for research. Since most of the research is been done on the data acquired from the
social networking sites mostly twitter and is subsequently classified into binary classification (“positive” and “negative”) or the Ternary
classification (“positive”, “negative”, and “neutral”). The Binary and Ternary classification is not going to serve the sole purpose of sentimental
analysis. Multi-Class classification can help in getting the essence and core message from the data. Whether it is Binary, Ternary or Multi-Class
classification, the main objective always remains the accuracy of finding the actual sentiments. Since ample work has been done on Binary and
Ternary classification and the better accuracy has been achieved but in case of Multi-Class classification accuracy is still a challenge. In this
paper, we will analyze different machine learning algorithms and techniques that have been used in the sentimental analysis and the accuracy
achieved using those algorithms and techniques.
Keywords: Sentiment analysis, Twitter, Multi-Class classification, Machine Learning, Accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data has become an important part of economy of any
country or organization. The raw data introduces the
challenges of storage, noise and errors. Therefore, there is
need of cleaning the data before any useful information is
mined from it. With every passing minute, the amount of
data grows exponentially. Data mining helps the
organizations in taking the right decisions at right time and
taking an advantage over the other competent organizations.
The Organization can serve its customers better and fulfill
their needs by analyzing what they actually want.
Twitter, Facebook and other Online Social Networks (OSN)
have become the biggest communication platforms for the
people to express their views and thoughts about the
products [1], movies [2], , politics [3] etc. Some of the other
social networking sites have feature of video and
multimedia also but twitter is having some important
property that makes it really an interesting subject of data
mining [4]. Twitter allows users to post short texts messages
not more that 140 characters long. The constraint turned out
to be attractive for posting quick real-time updates regarding
ones activities as well as replying to them quickly [5].
Sentimental Analysis also known as opinion mining is the
process of identifying the sentiment or opinion that a person
holds towards an object. The factual data is processed,
searched or analyzed with the help of textual information
retrieval methods. The subjective properties of the
components can be presented on the basis of various textual
contents within the actualities [6]. The base of sentiment
analysis (SA) includes opinions, attitudes, emotions,
appraisals and so on. In order to develop new applications,
various challenges have been faced while applying these
techniques. The major reason due to which issues arise is the
regular generation of huge types of data on various online
platforms. The different types of positive or negative
opinions are given by the users related to various objects
which can help organizations in providing feedbacks that
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can be used in enhancing the quality of those objects. With
the utilization of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
various tweets, speech or text available on sources can be
processed in sentiment analysis.

2. RELATED WORK
Mondher Bouazizi, et.al[7] developed a novel technique to
classify the texts into multi-class classification using
SENTA tool. On the basis of experimental results achieved
it is seen that the multi-class classification is achieved with
60.2% of accuracy. Ankit Kumar Soni [8] Naïve Bayes and
Maximum Entropy classifiers are combined to generate one
algorithm. Amongst various algorithms, the results are
compared which can help in analyzing the performance of
various algorithms amongst each other and show which has
provide to be better. Wiraj Udara Wickramaarachchi,
et.al[9] presented in this paper that one significant method
of expressing the opinion of the users of social network is
expressing genuine feelings or emotions through chats and
comments for images, status or recordings that has been
uploaded to social The research accomplished more
efficiency than previous works because of light weight of
the methodology, additionally presented a prototype of GUI.
Likewise the topic is open for future enhancement also.
N.Moratanch,et.al (2017) presented in this paper [10]
provides survey on extractive summarization approach by
categorized them in: Supervised learning approach and
unsupervised
learning
approach.
Then
different
methodologies, the advantages are presented in the paper.
The author also includes various evaluation methods,
challenges and future research direction in the paper. Pierre
Ficamos, et.al (2017) studied in paper [11] proposed a
feature extraction method that relays on Part Of Speech
(POS) tags. That helps in selection of the unigram and
bigram features. The paper focuses on the sentiment analysis
of the Chinese social media. The grammatical relations
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between the different words are used in construction of the
bigram and unigram features. The experiment shows that the
proposed method provides the better results with the Naïve
Bayes. Aldo Hernandez, et.al (2016) [12], proposed a
sentiment analysis technique that can help in predicting any
kinds of future attacks that can possible arise within the web
applications.
Venkata Sasank Pagolu, et.al [13] proposed the technique
of utilization of sentiment analysis and supervised machine
learning principles in combined manner to analyze the
sentiments about the stock market movements of a company
It is seen that the proposed technique provides better
evaluation results in comparison to existing techniques.
Manisha Gupta, et.al[14] developed a novel approach for
text summarization of Hindi text document based on some
linguistic principles. Dead wood words and phrases are
likewise removed from the original document to generate
the lesser number of words from the original text. Wen
Hua, et.al[15] proposed a prototype framework his paper in
order to understand the short messages. This will help in
providing semantic knowledge which can further be utilized
in order to provide automatic harvesting of the web content
generated. On the basis of results achieved, it can be seen
that the proposed technique provides better results and helps
in analyzing the short messages in better way. Ankur Goel,
et.al (2016) [16] found that the SentiWordNet along with

Naïve Bayes can improve the accuracy of the tweets
classification The implementation is done in Python with
NLTK and the python twitter APIs are used. The final
experiment shows the classification accuracy improved to a
considerable extent.
3. APPROACH
The proposed work is based on data comparison of the
accuracy achieved in case of different class sentimental
analysis which has been achieved till now using different
machine learning techniques In Sentimental Analysis,
algorithms are used for feature extraction and correlation
factor is used for classification. This leads to reduction in
accuracy of classification and increase execution time. The
process starts with feature extraction of the dataset taken
from the social networks, the machine learning technique is
applied to classify the sentiments. In case of classifier used
for the sentimental analysis similarity is calculated using
many techniques like Euclidian distance, POS-tagging,
clustering etc. are used and classifies the features which are
approximately equal. The approach of Sentimental Analysis
is presented in Figure 1. This approach shows the step by
step procedure used for the Sentimental Analysis and
calculates the execution time and reduce fault de

Figure 1
4. ANALYSIS
The Binary, Ternary and Multi-Class classification were
analyzed in different papers and the results varied by
applying various machine learning techniques. It was found
that the average accuracy achieved for Binary-Class
classification and ternary class classification is pretty good
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but the accuracy is still a challenge. The accuracy for the
Binary class sentimental analysis goes up to average of 80%
and the accuracy of the Ternary class sentimental analysis is
average of 70%.But for the Multi-Class sentimental
analysis, the average accuracy is around 60% only. The
average accuracy for the respective classification is given in
graph below in Figure 2.
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5. CONCLUSION
The study of numerous methods and techniques used for the
sentimental analysis shows that the acceptable accuracy is
achieved in case of Binary class and Ternary class
classification but the accuracy is still a challenge in MultiClass classification for sentimental analysis.
6. FUTURE SCOPE
New techniques can be used to increase the accuracy of
Multi-Class sentimental analysis of twitter data which has
been challenge till data. The use of hybrid algorithms can
help in achieving the accuracy of the sentimental analysis.
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